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	Caption for above image 1: A lake weed harvester that cleans up weed from lake
	NbS type: Lake Restoration
	Ecosystem type: Ecosystem Restoration
	Summary and how does it work?: Lake Restoration is a term used to describe the techniques used to restore a lake to it former clean state. Lake Restoration is important to maintaining and restoring the New Zealand lakes. The lake restoration helps create a habitat for the biodiversity of the lake. There are many techniques used to restore a lake. These methods range from chemical treatment, hydro-raking, Dredging and silt removal, excavation and grading, water shed management, replanting and flushing.Lake Harvesting is a method that helps clean the unwanted and harmful weeds from the lake. This method helps remove the weed that isn't good for the lake as it ruins the quality of the water in the lake. It also makes it smelly which releases toxic chemical and also attracts toxic substances.Lake restoration is a challenging process that usually requires cooperation between multiple agencies, organizations, and the public. If Lake restoration is done properly the process can pay off for years to come with increased flood control, new habitats for wildlife, and more.
	climate, ecological, and social or cultural benefits of your NbS: Restoring the lake will increase the Quality of life, provide best use of resources. Bring a balance of conflicting aspirations and provide economic development alongside enhanced lakes. Create a sustainable industry and grow cultural prosperity. The quality of life for people will be better by providing public spaces for recreation, fishing, and family outer spaces. Providing both economic value by attracting tourists from all of the world towards the beautiful lakes in the New Zealand. By looking after the lake we are creating sustainable method and resources for current and future generation. Alongside all of these benefits we are also growing and establishing cultural prosperity within the land. We are teaching and increasing knowledge about the lakes, biodiversity and the land we live on.
	CC impacts: Quality of Lake and Improved Water quality
	Opportunites, barriers, issues: The problem with Lake restoration is that they are only looking at cleaning and restoring the lake not the land and habits that created this issue. To make lake restoration last for years we need to work hand in hand with the land, the public, mana whenua and biodiversity. We need to change how the process goes from the land to the lakes. Wherethese catchments need to be and where the unwanted stuff can go without destroying the progress made. We need to create a space or area that these unwanted things go to get treated and filtered before landing in the lakes and rivers.
	ESS provided: brings back biodiversity and restores the habitat of the sea creatures
	Societal challenges: Clean lake and swimable
	Case study: Lake Rotorua has been going through a restoration programmed from 26 January 2004. The aim of the Restoration was to have better water quality,  reduction of nutrient loss to water, positive experiences for those using the lakes catchment, innovative solutions, protection, restoration and enhancement, lakes catchment is a healthy food basket and healthy ecosystems. Restoring the lake will increase the Quality of life, provide best use of resources. Bring a Balance of conflicting aspirations and provide economic development alongside enhanced lakes. Create a sustainable industry and grow cultural prosperity. Along side theprogram they got the community involved by asking theiropinion on the matter and getting the children involved through art works.Lake weed harvesting is a method used by the Environment Bay of Plenty, Rotorua District Council, and the Te Arawa Maori Trust Board. The team recently in march 2022 cleaned the lake using a harvester and manual harvester. The lake had weed issues from washed ashore by high winds related to Cyclone Dovi, due to this it made the condition of the lake worse. The lakes water quality and condition was affected. It made the lake smelly and unsuitablefor swimming.To provide a long term solution to the weed problem is they willadd a Raupo belt to catch and stop the weed from going in the lakesinner center.
	Diagram of how your NbS works_af_image: 
	Photo of case study 1_af_image: 
	Caption for above image 2: Diagram of weed harvester
	Caption for above image 3: Lake Rotorua getting a weed clean up by Harvester.
	References: *Rotorua Lakes Council, Rotorua Te Arawa Lakes programme, 2022,https://www.rotorualakes.co.nz/final-lake-weed-removal-scheduled-for-thursday-and-friday-*Lakeweed harvester and contractor, 2020, Lake weed harvesting,  Harvesting on lake Rotorua, https://www.lakeweed.co.nz/lake-weed-harvesting/*NiWA, The Rotorua Lakes Protection and Restoration Action Programme, 2007, https://niwa.co.nz/freshwater-and-estuaries/freshwater-and-estuaries-update/no06-2004/the-rotorua-lakes-protection-and-restoration-action-programme
	When: 2004
	Ecosystem: Ecosystem Restoration
	CC adapataion: Clean lakes and removal of toxic
	Location: Lake Rotorua
	Adaptation 2: toxic substances in lakes. 


